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INVASION OF ITALY

From Sanburn for Combined Canadian Press

On a hilltop,

Messina Straits,

September 3,

From a hilltop on a Sicilian coast of Messina Straits I watched

the invasion of Europe begin before dawn on Thursday just four years after

the declarion war.

The nightlong vigil crouched behind rocks ended an hour before dawn when

this shore of the straits burst into a cataclysmic rear of flame as the

artillery barrage was let loose at the Italian shoreline. As the earth

shuddered and trees quaked in the darkness I knew the Canadians were

nearing the Italian coast, heading for the beach.

Other units of the Eighth Army were, doing likewise. In a great semicircle

around the hilltop,from which I watched,the big guns slammed thousands of

shells int. the landing beaches and known enemy gun positions in the hills,

Gunflashes played round the sky like summer lighting and the horror of what

it must be like on the far side of the straits made my stomach go cold. As

I write I can still hear intermittent artillery fire and see many landing

craft still heading towards Italy.

Throughout our terrible barrage before dawn only one answering shot was

fired from the other side. The awful silence following two hours of paralyzing
manmade thunder was oppressing and I welcomed the familiar sounds of dogs

barking in the village, below and a frightened jackass braying. The fact that

the invasion of Euopre coincided with the fourth anniversary of the war, was said

to be only an accident but the knowledge added to the already impressive scene.

As our guns first belched flame searchlights sprang to life and above my

head formed a gigantic vee sign seeming to herald the coming liberation of

Europe,

I cannot put in words the swelling pride and thrill I felt watching from

a front seat history as the Canadians formed a dagger finally sinking itself

into the heart of despotism. McNaughton said we’ve had a long walk through
the valley of shadow, but today we can feel a new dawn breaking over the

world.

Equally thrilling is the knowledge that in this operation the available

air power is so mighty that sufficient targets couldn’t be found. The

Canadians can take pride in knowing their air training plan in large part
made this possible.
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